Entrepreneurship

Description:
1. Equips students with more practical guidelines rather than theoretical explanation on the entrepreneurship, evolutionary entrepreneurship and its requirements. This course will deal with (a) entrepreneurship, (b) organizational management, (c) itinerary, (d) the tourism.
2. Equips the students with theory and practice about course management, teaching plan, teaching and learning process, and evaluation for EYL classes.
3. Provide the students with various kinds of texts, both written and spoken, to be translated, especially in the area of fiction & non-fiction, academic, legal, and scientific texts, respectively.

Material:
1. The features or characteristics of entrepreneurship
2. The soul of entrepreneurship
3. Growth of entrepreneurship and the steps of entrepreneurship
4. Entrepreneurship from various views, description and soul and attitude
5. Entrepreneurship Process, ways and Strategies of entrepreneurship, and feasibility Study
6. Getting into tourism resort, guiding tourists and writing an itinerary by example individually, in a group and publish in campus environment
7. Arranging the right procedure of writing essay, analysis and division in tourism
8. Explaining and understanding the advantages and disadvantages of tourism resort and acting the advantages and disadvantages of tourism escort
9. Planning an EYL Course: Classroom passwords for each EYL course level, administrative activities and EYL course management
10. Planning an EYL Lesson: Lesson planning, worksheet and teaching Media
11. Evaluating an EYL learning: Evaluation format, scoring system, and newsletter for parents or wallpaper
12. General problems of translating cultures.
13. Explaining the problems of translation in the aspects of cultures, politics, folklores, religions, and ideologies